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By laking a graph theoretic point of view, the author’s theory of minimal seqwnces in 
semi lrups is generalized to minimal n-sequences, where n is any positive quasi-cxdel on 
the semi group. This generalization is especially complete when ZT is a linear quasi-order. 
Finally some possible future applications to the social sciences are considered. 
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must be true that xc - yi (i = 1, .e., n); and furtkermare if n > 1, these 
foreachiz l,...,n-l,eitherxi-yi,loryi-xj+l. 
(2) X has 3d if X has 9t!, for all y2 f
Before statin the main theorem we 
mma 1.2. Let pil E ;k+ and suppose X 
prove some lemmas. 
and (Yi$$’ two minimal sequences between a and b, and suppose 
x1 -- y2. Then Xi - yi (i = 2, . . . . n + 1). Furthermore if n > 1, then 
for each i = 2, . . . . n, Xi - yi+l W yi -- xi+ 1. 
Pmof. We have 
/ 
“2 - x3 - . . . - x,+I 
\ 
xl b. 
CX$~~~ is a minimal sequence between x1 and b, since any sequence of 
smaller length between xl and b would clearly produce a sequence 
tween a and b of length less than YT + 1. By Lemm;l “r. 1, (,.J#=~ is dso a 
minimal sequence between xl and B. Now, of couI:se, the result follows 
bY 31,. 
ma 1.3. Suppose satisfiesd. Let a, b E Xand (xi& a minimal 
sequence between a and ib. Set x0 = a, x,,~ = b. Suppose f~jr some 
i E { II, . . . . n}, Fk, E I!!x~.+~. Then: 
(l)foreachi, k with O<j< kg i+ 1, rxj S I?x~; 
(2)foreachj,kwirhOgj<k~i+1,xk’Xi. 
,et I be the smallest non-ne ative integer G a’ for which 
as d - otherwise we look at the 
or b + a E?y symmetry we assumle a + b. Thus b E Px, 
whence I”0 G Fx. So y E Px. SimiMy, x E ry. 
:.as Cat, for some n E , we prove that X has 9&l. 
one i’,y induction. So cli, b E X and (x&$ and 
two r;rrinimal squt*nces between a and b. We have 
. 
/ 
xt -- x* -“- ,.. -- x, -- X,,l , 
(I\ 
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3’1 -_- Y2 -*'* -Ypf --Yn+l 
t? 1. ra <I ikl (7 lTYl, The8qxl E ryl aridyI E rxl, whence 
1. thus rxl c_ ryl 0f rjri !E r+ By symmetry we assume 
NOW if rxI CZ rx*.. WC WOUND haveyl E rx,, 
ould be dolne by Lemma 1.2. So we might 
. Thus by Lemma 1.3 and the already established 
icular, 
1.77 
Lemma 1.2. So we rr?right as well assume 19, C_ IJVn+t. By Lemma 1.3, 
&+I -I* y1. usin ), y 1 - yn+l. By minilmality of C yi)Fz;, we must have 
PI = 1. Rut then the established fact x,,~ s * yn reads x2 + yr 6 Earlier in 
th.e proc>f we .had established that y a -) x2. So xl - yz and since ‘we also 
established x j - y 1, we are again through by Lemma 1.2. 
Ca:e 2. For the remaining case, we can assume by symmetry that 
ID !& I’q whence Cq y Lemma 1.3, PtZ !E I”‘x,+~ and a -+ b. Next, 
if T’yn+l S I’%, we would have, by Lemma 1.3, that b + a, whence a -- b, 
a contradiction. So it must be that kb C: ry*+r. Since by the above 
I% c Ik,,l, we are now in Case Z (by interchanging the roles of a and b). 
Thus %x+1 holds, proving the theorem. 
We* now consider two conditions stronger than s4 and 3 respectively, 
@: u, b E X implies l% C rb or IX C IIz; 
c?: d2* b E X implies r-b h r-9 or r-93 C r-32 I 
oaf. By symmetry, we need only prove C? * C’. So suppose _Y hss Z 
and kt a, b E X We assume I?% 5$ r-lb and I+% P I”% and ,ger a con- 
tradiction. So there exist c$ d E X such that c E T% and d E l?b, but 
c $ r--lb and&$ r--la By C, either rd Z I? or Tk C rd. If l?d !E lk, 
then since d E IT-lb (i.e., b E IV), we have & E rc whence c E I?-%, a 
contradiction. Similarly the assumption I’c 6: kd leads to a zonlradiction. 
This proves the lemma. 
A graph (X, I’) is called reflexive if Q -+ ~11 for all a E X. a 
OQS. e have 
Tf1crefore. x, - x,+1. e h.ave thus shown that (x& is a 
ien a and b, Since any sefiluence between Q’ and b is a 
ds It0 b, ( Xi)y=l must be a minim31 sequence: between 
ither Ikp &: ?y, or ryn C rXrrr. By symmetql, we assu.me 
fn.. Thus b E I’x, CL rV,. So yn + b and (y& 1 is a sequence 
a tcs b. By Lemma I. 1, (y& 5 is minimal. By Ler~ma 1.6, both 
and (yiIy%j are minimal sequences between rlanri b. The result now 
s from Theorem 1.4. 
ecau~ C? * C”, the above’ theorem re’6nains v&id, if instead, 
1 and ! >fiir=, are minimal, sequences of the same length from 
c toa, respectively. Also, it can be shown that the hypothesis 
ivity can be removed in Theorem 1.7. 
e say (X, r) has v if the conclusion of Theorem 1.7 is 
se characterize graphs hav;.ng C? via linear quasi-orders. By a 
skrder on a set X we mean a refiex.ive, trazkitive relation II 
hat for any o, k E X, either la a b or b AU. 
are given and show that the cosresp ing 
, either 48 liT b or k;e n a. 
a + tt whence c rr c for some 
hus U E 
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Assume conversely that (X, IT) has E!. For a, b E X, define a TT b if 
Fb C I% Clearily, n is a quasi-order on X; it is linear since (X, r’) has (3. - 
For Q E X, let 4?(a) = F”‘a Let (X, r’) be the graph determined by ?r 
Correspondingly, a -& b if a n c for some c E a(b). We have to 
show that -* = 4. First leta+ b. Thenana andaE I”-%= 
a A b. Now let a 4 b. Then thert: exists c E a(b) such that c17r c. So 
‘a, c E F-%. Hence b E I% G. I’%. So b E fu and a 4 b. Conse- 
--+ = 4 and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. The important hing that Theorem 1.8 tell us is that graphs 
arising from linear quasi-orders have (combining wi Theorem 14, 
Theorem I.7 and the remark thereof) both 3c and W Th 
particularly interesting if the corresponciinh, symmetric graph (X ---4 
is connected; then of course (X, +) would )be strongliy connected (r+ 
membicr that for us a --- b if and only ifa -+ Q and k, + a). As wt: shall 
see in the next section, this indeed happens for a large: class of semi- 
groups with mile restriction on the quasi-orox and with 4&z) = (a) 
= {a’: iE 2’). 
Example f 3. Let (X, I?) be the following graph: 
Q!k.-JI? 
Then M, I‘) is a reflexive graph having 93 but not SQ. Thus ci6 5) H. By 
considering (X, I+) wre have ~8 + 93. So we have the fol?owing Istrict 
implication scheme: 
e e P 
ow that even (2 I, 31;. So Ict X = {a, b, x1, x2, x3, y 1, y2, y3} 
II2 = {a, X$, y& rx, = 14 + 5” L’p Yp Y3)’ 
KY1 = tk X1’ Y,P Vz)’ x2 = b% x1, X2’ x3, Yp Yz* Y3)’ 
f’y*= &Y,,y,,Y~,y& rX,=ry,=rb--X. 
r) is a reflexive graph having (2. Moreover, ( 
indecumpGsabie s quences between a and b. 
F) does not have W;. The analogous questioln for semi.- 
ups (see [ 21, next secticsln) remains open. 
1.3 1. We ca;lnot, in the definition of V,, replace *‘Xi - JQ+~ 
Xi+1 (i = I, . . . . II - I)” hy “Xi -- yi+l and yt - xi+1 
pt - I)“. To this end, let X = (a, b, xl, x2, yI, y2), Set 
I% = (4 x1, Y& rx, = ca X1' + Yp Y& 
r+jQ = 16 q* YIP Y& Fx,=I-y, =rb=X. I 
ive graph having CT t x& and (yi& a;re minimal se= 
0 a and b. However, y1 ++ x2. The an&gous question for 
remains open. 
2. The following graph shows that the reflexivity assump- 
not be removed in Lemma i .6: 
rs O-4 o---P. 
* 2(. However, we cannot replace C? by 
,, b E A’, Q -+ b or b -+ a) as the f&owing 
is rent for semi s as we shall see in the next sec- 
Let n E + and X = {.x0, x1, l ... x,, x,+~, yl, .sr, y,)s 
ith the notation y. =: x0, yft+t = .ren+l, set 
r-‘ci = {Xi 1’ Xt, ++I 1, 
FYi = CY,,, _JJ;* Yi+l 1, 
i= 1, . ..) n, 
i= 1 , . . . . n, 
rho = {+J’ X1’ Yj 19 
rx m-1 = ~%Jk. *,,+t) l 
Then IX, r‘) is a reflexive raph havjing ‘%i for all i r;f n. ( x#=~ and 
(yi>&l are minimal sequences between x0 and JC,+~ but .x1 Pyn. So (X, r) 
does not have q,. 
2. Semigroups 
Throughout his section S will denote a semigroup and 
positive integers. We assume complete familiarity with the notation and 
results of the author [ 21. In particular, for a, b E S, a lb means bl E Sk?! 
Following Tamura [ 6) (see also [ 8, P] ), we call a relation of on ,Y, a posi- 
tive quasi-order if n is a reflexive, transitive relation satisfying Q nab and 
6 ~rrab for all IKE, 6 E S. Then clearly I C_ 8. We Bet I’,+ = (b: a R b’ for some 
i f 2’). Correspondingly, a -% b means Q n b’ for some i E Z+. IS, Il,) is 
a reflexive graph. We translate the definitions of the last section to -E-, 
z-sequence, minimal R-sequence, ti!,, CYJ,, C!& C:, I?;‘, 3c,, c13,, etc. If 
a = 1, we remove the prefix 7r, 
By [4] (or see fs]), every semigroup is a semilattice of Gndecom- 
ups. Since I is csntained in any gositke quasi-order, we 
have by [Tt] and [ 21, the following theorem. 
eorem 2.1. Let R be D positive quasi-order on an 3 -kiecom,Dosorblemposable 
m?llgmip s. 
(1) If a, b E S, then there t?k’ists a n-sequence from a to 6. 
(2) If a, b E S, then there exists Q n-sequence between, a avld’ b. 
(3) If g, b E S a& p& b, &hers there exists a minima me 
from a to b. 
en there exists a minima! nsequence 
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S, a -..-L 6. Either dltt n b or 
I’b. Then a z b n ci for some 
==+ c. Thus c E RI and I3 !Z I%. Hence p4, holds 
olds for S. Let ~a’, b E S and a -5 b. We claim first 
1 i E Z+ or b”L a for all i E Z’*. For suppose 
en j > 1 and bj-‘zL Q. 
- b for alf i E Z+. Otherwise there exists 
b. Choosing I minimal, we have I > 1, a’-’ -!L b. 
the above, a’--’ -5 bj-I. By 93: 9 
Hence (rx’?+ b or bin, a, a contradiction. 
ies U’S E for all i E Z+ 
. So CL b and c E 
s Let a, b E S and a -Z. b. Either 
emma 1.5. Since (S* &J 
t is obvious that :* Thus it suffices 
at a”-%b for alt i E 
183 
.(l)Evenfof7r= I, our result above is more generial than our 
result [2, Theoren? 2.51. A non-trivial nil semigroup shows that e* + ~9. 
Iso [2, Exa.mple A?] shows that 93 + d and 21 + 94. e do not know 
whether %! * ‘10*. An affirmative answer would imply by Theorem 2.2 
that V cJ, c;r9* * 93 for semigroups. 
(2) In Theorem 2.2, we need only assume that v is a quasi-order satis- 
fying ai R~;c! fur al1 i, i E 2” and i < j. Moreover, by Theorem 1.8, any 
quasi-order v on S satisfies Q, * rtl, A VRa However, Theorem 2.2 is 
important ‘because of Theorem 2.1) and we do not know to what extent 
we can relm the a.ssumption of positivity in Theorem 2.1. 
Positive quasi-orders arise naturally because of the 
result, the first part of which is analogous to a result 
following obvious 
in [6]. 
Theorem 2.3. (. 1) Let S be a semigroup, p : S -+ P where (PI G) is a 
prtial!y orderd set. Suppose that fur all a, b E S, dab) > g(a) and 
dab) 2 q(b). Define a R b if g(a) G q(b). Then r is a positive quasi-order 
on S. Mc~resver every yositiw quasi-order on S is obtained in this manner. 
(2) If in the above, (P, <) is linearly ordered, then (D, holds for S asld 
hence W, and 93,. 
We pursue this further Fn the next section. 
ossibie applications 
Let X be a set of basic forces (or stimuli) acting on an object M. For 
each A E X, let IA E & denote the “effect” of A on AZ. We assume that 
the forces (or stimuli) in X are elementary in nature an? we19 understood., 
but that the combinations of elements in X have complicated effects and4 
As such, we let 9 = 
et tiE ‘3. Then w=A, 
t E be the effect on 
, either w1 -2-+ w2 or there exists a 
2 in lso, w,i _.JL gD~2 or theIre exists 
een wI and o2 in 9‘ Let us now impose a 
:, 9) is linear!y ordered (most naturally, (C, G) 
tine* ). Then 9 (and hence $j ) satisfies 9, and 
he ~~~~~~~~~~es~ properties 2, and 25. 
or our thk:oiJl to be useful, we must find situations where 
natural nleaninge A cuarser and sometimes lmore natural 
red is CI given by oI o cd2 if and only if 
ith son;zwhat dufeaenr estrktims 
[ 31 will yiei& that the transitive clo- 
n 9. But the correspon ing ;z?uences tend 
s;crmewhat harder to handle than 3t-sequences. We will 
urther at a future date. 
one can take M to be a patient or a subject 
J-4. Anderson (Department of Psychology, 
iego) has suggested (privnte communica- 
ideas for further work: 
) the basic stimuli can be t en to be rewards 
‘s performance on so 
r-son’s) work, the stimuli could be &scrip 
the effect one of judged liking for the person so &scribed. 
ay, a lot more work needs to be done for our thecxy to 
y, New Yak. l962), 
roups, Trms, Am. 1th. sot. E 119 (1 
et of each etc!ment ‘S in a subgroup 
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